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Motivation

A key aspect in the adoption and implementation of monetary policy
decisions is communication. Blinder et al. (2008): �communication
has become an increasingly important aspect of monetary policy.�

The success of monetary policy is not guaranteed just by controlling
short-term interest rates, but also by in�uencing market expectations
in the desired direction (Woodford (2011))

Understanding in�ation expectations is essential for monetary policy,
particularly in an in�ation target scheme
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Contribution

Our study aims to contribute to understand the e¤ect of information
disclosure and communication on the e¤ectiveness�of monetary policy
to a¤ect in�ation expectations

We want to focus in a new and unexplored branch of the literature
that refers to the e¤ects of communication when expectations are not
anchored in the in�ation target

We analyze the impact of the �rm�s knowledge about the in�ation
target, about the in�ation rate and the Central Bank�s
communication over:

- In�ation expectations

- Firm�s forecast errors
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Stylized facts and �ndings - Uruguay

Substantial disagreement about future in�ation among �rms

Firms exhibit high degree of attention to in�ation conditions but fail
to incorporate all the available information to their forecasts (Borraz
& Zacheo, 2018)

In�ation expectations tend to converge as �rms are more informed
about past in�ation (Frache & Lluberas, 2017)

News do a¤ect in�ation expectations with the expected sign.
Licandro & Mello (2015) construct a qualitative index of monetary
policy (based on MP communications, news indices, Google trends)

Negative relation between monetary policy stance and in�ation
expectations. (Licandro & Mello, 2014)
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Research Strategy

We exploit two main questions occasionally done in the In�ation
Expectations Survey to Firms:

- One referring to the knowledge of annual in�ation rate

- The other referering to the knowledge of the Central Bank�s
in�ation target

We categorize the �rms into "informed about the in�ation target
(IAIT)" and "informed about in�ation (IAIR)."

We create a Monetary Contractivity Index using text analyzis over the
Monetary Policy Committee (COPOM) releases

Dynamic panel models for in�ation expectations in t=H, and �rms
annual in�ation rate forecast error
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Data
In�ation Expectations Firms Survey (IEFS)

The IEFS is a sub-sample of the Annual Economic Activity Survey
(AEAS)

591 companies throughout the entire period covered by the sample,
between October 2009 and March 2020, monthly frequency

Was sent monthly to 500 �rms, with an average response ratio of
77% since October 2009, and a minimum response ratio of 54%
(41,000 observations)

It�s representative of all the private non-�nancial nor agricultural �rms
with 50 employees or more

3 di¤erent horizons: the current year, the next 12 months and the
next 24 months
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Economic distribution and representativity
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Informational Variables

3 waves about in�ation target�s awareness and 5 waves for in�ation
rate�s awareness

Informed about IR: 09/2015, 03/2016, 03/2017, 06/2018, 09/2018

Informed about IT: 09/2017, 06/2018, 09/2018
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Informed about the in�ation target

"What rate of in�ation (or range) do you think the Banco Central del
Uruguay tries, on average, to achieve? �

We assign a 1 if they know the target or if they say a rate that
belongs to the target range
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Informed about the in�ation rate

"Which is the last month�s annual in�ation rate?�

We assign the value 1 if the answer to the previous question has an
absolute error smaller than 0.25 percentage points
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Knowledge about monetary policy
This variable combines all the information of �rms about MP:

- 0 �rm knowns nothing about monetary policy
- 1 �rm knows the in�ation rate
- 2 �rm knows the in�ation target
- 3 �rm knows in�ation rate and target
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Communicational Variable Monetary Contractivity Index
Monetary policy statements-COPOM

Using web scraping and text analysis techniques we identify two
target words inside each statement: in�ation and monetary policy

We selected and analyze strings of 13 words that contain one of our
target words

To characterize the tone of each string we assign a value between -2
and 2 to each one:

- 2 means very expansive, -1 is expansive, 0 is neutral, 1 is
contractive, and 2 is very contractive

The contractivity index of each monetary policy statement is
computed as the simple average of the values assigned to the
corresponding strings
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Score assignment in Monetary Contractivity Index I

Controlling in�ation as its priority: very contractive score (+2)

Worry about in�ation: contractive score (+1)

In�ation is not a main priority: expansive score (-1)

Worry about economic activity: very expansive score (-2)

In�ation or in�ation expectations are low or had gone down:
expansive score (-1)
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Score assignment in Monetary Contractivity Index II

Change in the monetary policy rate: very contractive or a very
expansive score (-2 or 2)

Monetary authority explicits the contractionary character of the
monetary policy stance: contractive score (+1)

When the monetary authority claims that monetary policy is or has
been slightly contractive but the real monetary stance is expansive:
expansive (-1)

If there is not a clear bias in the monetary policy stance: a neutral
score (0)
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Short term interest rate and contractivity index
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In�ation expectations
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Annual in�ation rate forecast error
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Forecast of volatility
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Firms�credibility in the in�ation target
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In�ation expectations

Eit (πH ) =
αi + β1Eit�1 (πH ) + β2πt�1 + β3i

st
s + β4CIt + βk INFit + εit

Eit (πH ) is the in�ation expectation for the monetary policy horizon
(T = H)

πt�1is the observed annual in�ationrate in t � 1

i sts is the short term interest rate in t

CIt is the contractivity index in t

INFit theis a vector of informational variables
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Information, communication, and in�ation expectations
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In�ation prediction and information

To evaluate the relationship between the precision of the in�ation
forecasts and information we estimate an equation for the absolute
value fo the forecast error

ρit = ci + αiρit�1 + δk INFit�12 + vit

ρit =j πt � Eit�12 (πt ) j
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Absolute forecast error models
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Results I

We �nd di¤erences in how informed and non-informed �rms form
their in�ation expectations and in the precision of their predictions

Informed �rms predict better than non-informed �rms and have lower
volatility than non-informed �rms

Partially informed �rms have higher in�ation expectations, consistent
with the fact that the in�ation rate is mostly above the in�ation
target range

Full informed �rms predict an in�ation rate nearer to the in�ation
target, even when they have higher expectations than the target

Knowledge about monetary policy is positively correlated with
in�ation expectations and with the precision of the forecasts
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Results II

The share of informed �rms that predict the in�ation rate inside the
in�ation target is much higher when the in�ation rate goes into the
in�ation target

Asimetric reaction to changes in the in�ation rate according to the
level of information that �rms have

Is the monetary policy regime is related to the volatility of in�ation
expectations according to the degree of information that the agents
have?

Central bank�s communication reinforces the monetary conditions
determined by the policy instrument, both elements contribute to the
formation of the expectations of the �rms
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Thank you!

Comments: fborraz@bcu.gub.uy mmello@bcu.gub.uy
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